We study planar N -bubbles that minimize, under an area constraint, a weighted perimeter P ε depending on a small parameter ε > 0. Specifically we weight 2 − ε the boundary between the bubbles and 1 the boundary between a bubble and the exterior. We prove that as ε → 0 minimizers of P ε converge to configurations of disjoint disks that maximize the number of tangencies, each weighted by the harmonic mean of the radii of the two tangent disks. We also obtain some information on the structure of minimizers for small ε.
Introduction
In this work we are interested in studying the optimal way to enclose and separate N areas in the plane in order to minimize a specific weighted perimeter.
An N -bubble, or N -cluster, is a family E = (E(1), . . . E(N )) of disjoint sets in the plane, called bubbles or chambers, that can touch only at their boundaries. The weighted perimeter of an N -bubble is given by the weighted sum of the lengths of all the interfaces, that is
0≤i,j≤N i =j c ij length ∂E(i) ∩ ∂E(j)
for some fixed positive weights c ji = c ij > 0. In the following we will fix the areas m 1 , . . . , m N of the bubbles and seek the configurations that minimize the perimeter P (E) under this constraint. The exact characterization of perimeter minimizing N -bubbles is currently known only in very few situations. The case N = 1 is the classical isoperimetric problem, whose well-known solution is a disk. If N = 2 the solution is the standard weighted double bubble made of three circular arcs meeting in two triple points forming angles which depend on the specific weights (see [9] in the case of unit weights, [11] in general). If N = 3 the solution is known only for equal weights (c ij = 1), and it Figure 1 : When N = 2 we know the explicit shape of the (unique) minimizers of P ε , and as ε → 0 (from left o right) they converge to two tangent disks. Depicted here is the case of equal areas.
is the standard triple bubble made of six circular arcs meeting in four points [16] . When N = 4 and the weights are equal the minimal configuration has a determined topology and is conjectured to be the symmetric sandwich [14] .
For general N only existence and regularity of minimizers is known: under the strict triangle inequalities c ij < c ik + c kj for any distinct i, j, k, minimizers exist and their boundary is made of a finite number of circular arcs, meeting at a finite number of singular points where they satisfy a condition on the incidence angles [13, Proposition 4.3] .
The exact characterization of minimizers seems an intractable problem already for small values of N . For this reason, in this work we consider a special asymptotic regime. Indeed for ε ≥ 0 we define 
Problem We want to study the asymptotic behaviour as ε → 0 of N -bubbles which minimize the energy P ε with an area constraint |E(i)| = m i for i = 1, . . . , N .
We denote by E ε minimizers of P ε . We call a cluster of disks any cluster made of disks with pairwise disjoint interiors. Proposition 1.1 (First-order behaviour). As ε → 0 minimizers of P ε converge to a cluster of disks.
At this level however we have no information on the disposition of the limit disks, since any collection of disks with pairwise disjoint interiors is a possible candidate. On the other hand we expect to see only certain configurations of disks: if we look for instance at the case N = 2 with equal areas the limit disks must be tangent (see Figure 1) . To obtain more information we then perform a second-order expansion of the perimeter functional, that is we subtract the limit energy P 0 (B) = N i=1 P (B i ), rescale by the right power of ε and analyze these rescaled functionals. To find the right scaling we look again at the completely solved case of two bubbles with equal areas |E(1)| = |E(2)| = π: an explicit computation shows that
hence the relevant next order is ε 3/2 and we are led to consider the rescaled functionals
ε (E) := P ε (E) − P 0 (B)
Of course they have the same minimizers as P ε but allow us to analyze the finer behaviour at scale ε 3/2 . We expect that, as in the case of the double bubble, these functional "see" the tangency points in the limit cluster B. Indeed, this is precisely what happens. The following is the main result of this work: Theorem 1.2 (Sticky-disk limit). As ε → 0 minimizers E ε of P ε converge up to subsequence and rigid motions to a cluster of disks that maximizes the number of contact points among the disks, each contact point counted with factor
, where r i , r j are the radii of the touching disks. Remark 1.3. Theorem 1.2 selects, among all possible clusters of disks with the right area constraint, those which maximize the number of (weighted) tangencies; equivalently, those which minimize the following tangency functional
where r i is the radius of the disk B i and σ ij = 1 if B i and B j touch 0 otherwise .
In the case of equal radii, the tangency functional T coincides, up to a suitable rescaling, with the energy of N particles associated to the centers of B i and interacting by means of the sticky disk (or Heitmann-Radin) potential
hence the name of the Theorem above. Heitmann and Radin proved in [10] that minimizers for the sticky disk with a fixed number of particles N are crystallized, that is they form a subset of the triangular lattice. Moreover as N → ∞ the global shape of minimizers converges to a hexagon [3] , [15] , [8] . In view of Theorem 1.2 this translates in the context of N -clusters minimizing P ε in the following information: if we first send ε → 0 and then N → ∞ we obtain as an asymtptotic global shape a hexagon. If it were possible to exchange the order of the limits we would obtain that, for sufficiently small ε, the global shape of N -clusters minimizing P ε is almost hexagonal in the limit N → ∞. This would give a partial answer in the case of weighted clusters to a question considered by Cox, Morgan and Graner [6] about the global shape of minimal N -clusters for large N , and it was actually the initial motivation for this work.
The main ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1.2 is the lower-bound inequality given by Theorem 4.5, which can be seen as an asymptotic quantitative isoperimetric inequality involving the "curvature deficit" of the boundary.
Finally, as a byproduct of the proof of Theorem 1.2, we also obtain information on the structure of minimizers E ε for small ε: Theorem 1.4 (Structure of minimizers). Minimizing clusters E ε have the following properties: let B = (B 1 , . . . , B N ) be a cluster of disks with radii r 1 , . . . , r N to which E ε converge; then for small ε > 0, in addition to the standard regularity given by Theorem 2.2, the following hold:
• each chamber is connected;
• different arcs can meet only in a finite number of triple points, and when this happens exactly one of the chambers meeting there is the exterior one. In particular, the angles formed at a triple point are 2θ ε , π − θ ε , π − θ ε , where
• between each pair of chambers E ε (i) and E ε (j) such that B i and B j are tangent, there is a single arc of constant curvature κ ε ij and length of respective chord ε ij where
while in the remaining portion of the boundaries, that is between any chamber E ε (i), i ≥ 1, and the exterior E ε (0), there is an arc of curvature κ ε i =
Remark 1.5. Γ-convergence. We decided to state Theorem 1.2 talking about minimizers, but actually a stronger result holds: the rescaled functionals P (1) ε given by (4) Γ-converge to the tangency functional T given by (5) , with respect to the L 1 -convergence of clusters (we refer to [5] for the definition and the properties of Γ-convergence). The hard part is the lim inf inequality: to prove it, given any family E ε converging to a cluster of disks B, we can build an improved family with a higher regularity using for instance the density of polygonal clusters among all clusters [4] , and then apply Theorem 4.5. The method of looking at the second order behaviour of P ε is close in spirit to [2] .
To conclude, we briefly outline the structure of this article. In Section 2 we introduce the notation, recall basic facts about minimal clusters and prove preliminary results. In Section 3 we show the first-order result of Proposition 1.1. In Section 4 we prove Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.4. In particular in Subsections 4.1 and 4.2 we prove that for ε small enough each chamber of a minimizer is connected (Lemma 4.1) and that there is at most one boundary arc between two different chambers (Lemma 4.4). In Subsection 4.3 we prove an asymptotic version of quantitative isoperimetric inequality, where the isoperimetric deficit controls the "curvature deficit" of the boundary. From this result we deduce the key lower bound for the perimeter of a given cluster converging to a cluster of disks (Proposition 4.8). Finally, in Subsection 4.5 we build a recovery sequence for Theorem 1.2, that is we prove that the previous lower bound is sharp, and then prove the theorems (Subsection 4.6). We conclude with some remarks (Section 5).
Notation and preliminary results

Definitions
We use the notation f (ε) = O(g(ε)) and f (ε) = o(g(ε)) to mean respectively lim sup
We denote the area (Lebesgue measure) of a set E ⊂ R 2 by |E|. A planar N -cluster, or simply cluster if the dependence on N is clear, is a family E = {E(1), . . . , E(N )} of disjoint nonempty open sets with finite area and piecewise smooth boundary. The sets E(i) are called chambers of the cluster (or also bubbles, whence the name Nbubble), and are not required to be connected. It is useful to define also the exterior chamber
The weighted perimeter of a cluster is given by the weighted sum of the length of its interfaces as in (1) . It is useful to introduce a notion of convergence for N -clusters, namely E k → E iff |E k (i)∆E(i)| → 0 for every i = 1, . . . , N , where ∆ is the symmetric difference of sets (equivalently, the characteristic functions of each chamber converge in L 1 ). With respect to this convergence, the perimeter given by (1) is lower semicontinuous if and only if the following triangle inequalities are satisfied:
For a reference see [1] , in particular Example 2.8 with ψ ≡ 1.
Existence and regularity of minimal clusters
We here recall the basic existence and regularity results for minimizing clusters in the plane, which can be found for instance in [13] . The existence of minimal N -clusters for a given area constraint follows by the direct method, and requires first to enlarge the class of competitors to include clusters made of finite perimeter sets and prove existence inside this class, and then to recover regularity of minimizers (we refer to [12] for an introduction on finite perimeter sets and clusters). We briefly recall here the basic definitions in this more general setting (for simplicity in the planar case), although we will be dealing with minimizers and thus only with sets of piecewise smooth boundary (in fact, piecewise of constant curvature). A measurable set E in R 2 is said to be of finite perimeter if
When the set E is sufficiently regular, P (E) = length(∂E). For a finite perimeter set E it is useful to introduce the notion of essential boundary ∂ * E, which is the set of points in the plane with Lebesgue density neither 0 nor 1. The essential boundary coincides with the topological boundary for regular sets. By the structure theorem of finite perimeter sets ([12, Theorem 15.9]), P (E) = H 1 (∂ * E), where H 1 is the 1-dimensional Hausdorff measure. The notion of cluster in this setting can be given almost exactly as in the regular case: a planar N -cluster is a family E = {E(1), . . . , E(N )} of finite perimeter sets such that
The perimeter of a cluster is obtained by replacing in (6) and (1) the topological boundary ∂E(i) with the essential boundary ∂ * E(i) and the length with the Hausdorff measure H 1 . We note here for future reference that the functional P ε can be rewritten in the following equivalent way:
By a standard compactness theorem for finite perimeter sets and the lower semicontinuity of the functional P ε (which can be proved either checking that the triangle inequalities (7) hold, or using (8) and the lower semicontinuity of the perimeter on each chamber) we can prove existence of a minimizer for P ε (see also [13, 
Theorem 2.1 (Existence). For every ε ∈ [0, 2] there is a minimizer for P ε with any given volume constraint.
Regarding regularity of minimizers, we have the following theorem:
Any minimizer E ε of P ε has the following properties:
• each chamber has a piecewise C 1 boundary made of a finite number of arcs with constant curvature;
• these arcs meet in a finite number of vertices, where they satisfy the condition
where τ ij is the unit vector starting from the vertex and tangent to ∂E(i) ∩ ∂E(j), and the sum is extended over all interfaces meeting at the vertex;
• around any vertex the weighted curvatures sum to zero.
In the case where all weights are equal, something more can be said: namely that at each vertex exactly three arcs meet forming 120-degree angles. In the general case of minimal weighted clusters there could be also quadruple points (for instance consider four equal squares with a vertex in common, with weights > √ 2 between diagonally-opposite squares and 1 otherwise; this cluster is minimizing among clusters with the same boundary condition. Compare also with the example at the end of [1, Section 2.3]). However, for our specific choice of weights given by (2), we are able to recover the triple-point property: exactly three arcs meet at each vertex, as the next lemma shows. This property should in principle be inferable from the algebraic conditions that weights have to satisfy at each vertex given in [13, Remark 4.4], however we prefer the following more direct and geometric argument.
Lemma 2.3 (Triple-point property)
. For ε small enough, at every vertex of a minimizer of P ε exactly three arcs meet. Moreover at every such vertex exactly one of the chambers is the exterior one E(0) and the angles are given by π − θ ε , π − θ ε , 2θ ε , where
Proof. We suppose that there is a vertex at which at least four arcs meet, and prove that the cluster is not minimal since we can modify it to lower the energy. We give the proof under the simplifying assumption that the arcs meeting at the vertex are straight edges; the proof in the general case is almost identical, it suffices to zoom at a sufficiently small scale and apply the same argument. First we show that there can not be any component of the exterior chamber around such a point:
• if there is only one component of the exterior chamber then, since at least one of the remaining angles is less than 120 degrees, we could put a Steiner configuration inside a small triangle of small lengthscale δ, fixing the area somewhere else (see Figure 2 );
• if instead there are at least two components of the exterior chamber, then one of the remaining portions is contained in a half-plane. We can modify all the chambers in this half-plane removing completely a small triangle of small lengthscale δ, and fix the area somewhere else (see Figure 3 ). We can cut and remove a whole triangle, again fixing the area with a slight inflation or deflation.
In both cases, when δ is small enough, we reduce the perimeter since the reduction in perimeter due to the first modification is of order ≈ δ, while the change in perimeter due to the area-fixing variations is of order ≈ δ 2 .
We are therefore left with a configuration in which there is no exterior chamber. But then, since we are supposing to have at least four components, at least one of the angles is less than 120 degrees, and we can lower the energy again by putting a small Steiner configuration inside a small triangle. This proves that there must be exactly three arcs meeting at each vertex. The same proof, as already said, holds even if the arcs are curved, looking at a sufficiently small scale around the vertex and applying similar variations. Now let us prove that around any vertex exactly two interior and one exterior components meet. If the three chambers meeting at a vertex were all interior chambers, the standard variational argument would imply that the angles are 120 degrees; but then we could insert a small triangular hole (a component of the exterior chamber) around the vertex, again adjusting the area somewhere else. The reduction of perimeter is again of order δ, plus corrections of order δ 2 for the area adjustments. The key point is that the perimeter of an equilateral triangle is smaller than the length of its Steiner configuration multiplied by 2 − ε, for ε sufficiently small. Therefore we conclude that the only components we can have are two interior chambers and one exterior chamber.
Finally, the computation of the angle θ ε comes directly from condition (9).
Isoperimetric inequality
We end this section by stating the isoperimetric inequality in the following form:
Proposition 2.4 (Isoperimetric inequality with signed areas). A circumference enclosing area m > 0 minimizes length(γ) among all oriented planar rectifiable curves γ enclosing a signed area m.
First order analysis: convergence to disks
In this section we prove the first-order result that the limit clusters are made of disks. We begin with a simple compactness result:
Proof. The result follows essentially from the fact that for connected sets in the plane the perimeter controls the diameter, namely diam E ≤
which gives the desired conclusion.
Let us now prove that E ε is connected. By the regularity result of Theorem 2.2 we know that for every ε each chamber of E ε is equivalent to an open set which has piecewise C 1 boundary. If E ε were disconnected, we could take two connected components and move them until they touch without changing the value of P ε . The cluster thus created would still be minimal but would have at least a quadruple point, contradicting Lemma 2.3. This concludes the proof.
We can now prove the first-order result of Proposition 1.1.
Proof of Proposition 1.1. Using N disjoint disks as competitors we obtain that
Moreover by Lemma 3.1 the sequence has uniformly bounded diameter, and thus the following uniform bound holds for minimizers E ε :
By a standard compactness result about finite perimeter sets (see [12, Theorem 12 .26]), this implies that minimizers E ε converge, up to subsequence and rigid motions, to a limit cluster E 0 with the same area constraint. By (8), we also obtain that
and by lower semicontinuity of perimeter we obtain
By the isoperimetric inequality, the unique minimizer of perimeter for a given area constraint is the disk, and therefore E 0 (i) is a disk of area m i .
Second order analysis: sticky-disk limit
We now want to obtain some more information about minimizers E ε as ε → 0. In the last section we saw that, up to translation, minimal clusters converge to a cluster of disks; this was a simple consequence of the isoperimetric inequality together with a compactness result. However, as already pointed out, we don't expect to see in the limit every cluster of disks: for instance Lemma 3.1 suggests that at least the limit clusters must be connected. To understand what kind of clusters can arise as limits, we will perform a higher order expansion of the perimeter.
Localization of contacts between different chambers
In this subsection we prove a localization result that basically says that each chamber of a minimizer is sandwiched between two concentric disks (1 − o(1))B and (1 + o(1))B, B being a disk with the same area as the chamber. This can be seen as an improvement from the L 1 convergence of Proposition 1.1 to "uniform" convergence, or Hausdorff convergence of the boundaries. A consequence of this is that any pair of chambers whose limit disks are not touching will eventually share no boundary. Moreover we prove that for ε small enough each chamber of a minimizer is connected.
Lemma 4.1 (Localization Lemma). Suppose that a minimizer E ε converges to the cluster of disks B = (B 1 , . . . , B N ). Then, for ε small enough, each chamber E ε (i) is connected, and moreover
Proof. We fix a chamber and denote it for simplicity just by E, and the disk by B.
We will prove the lemma in four steps:
(i) For ε small enough, E has only one biggest (in terms of area) connected component C 0 , which carries almost all the mass, i.e.
In particular, if E ε (i) converges to a disk B as ε → 0, then |C 0 ∆B| = o(1).
(ii) The convex hull co(C 0 ) is sandwiched between two disks both converging to B as ε → 0:
(iii) For ε small enough the biggest connected component is in fact the only one, i.e. each chamber is connected.
(iv) The same conclusion as in (ii) holds also for C 0 = E itself, namely
(i) If there is just one connected component then we are done. Otherwise, denote by C 0 , C 1 , . . . the connected components of E (indexed by at most countably many indices i, and ordered decreasingly in the area), and set V i := |C i |/|E| to be the normalized area of the connected component C i of E . In this way
, by the isoperimetric inequality
where we used that, since in this case
, and arguing as above we obtain that
Again from the energy estimate we know that each chamber has an isoperimetric deficit o(1), therefore we obtain the condition
which together with the condition 1 2 ≤ M ≤ 1 easily implies that M must be close to 1, which translates to |C 0 | ≥ |E|(1 − o(1)).
(ii) First we prove that co(C 0 ) ⊃ (1−o(1))B. Indeed, given a point x ∈ B\co(C 0 ) (if it exists, otherwise we are done), we can find a whole circular cap whose straigth segment passes through x that is contained in B\co(C 0 ). The area of this circular cap is at least as big as the area of the circular cap whose straight segment is perpendicular to the radius through x. From point (i) this area must be o(1), and this easily imples the desired conclusion.
Next we prove that co(C 0 ) ⊂ (1 + o(1))B. We use the following two standard facts for planar sets:
(i) the convex hull of an open connected set has smaller perimeter than the original set;
(ii) among convex bodies in the plane, the perimeter is monotone increasing with respect to inclusion.
From the first fact we obtain that P (co(C 0 )) ≤ P (B)(1 + o (1)). Now take any point x ∈ co(C 0 )\B. By convexity and since co(C 0 ) ⊃ (1 − o(1))B, we obtain that co(C 0 ) ⊃ co (1−o(1))B ∪{x} . From the second fact cited above the latter set must have smaller perimeter than co(C 0 ), and this easily implies that x ∈ (1 + o(1))B.
(iii) Suppose that E has more than one component. From point (ii) we know that all the components except for the biggest one C 0 have a total mass of at most 0 < m = o(1). Then by the isoperimetric inequality and the subadditivity of the square root, their total perimeter is bigger than
We now remove all the smaller components, and inflate the biggest one, and prove that for ε small enough we find in this way a better competitor, which is incompatible with the supposed minimality of the original cluster. The increase in perimeter due to the inflation can be taken of order of the total removed mass m, see for instance [12, Theorem 29.14] . The net change in perimeter is therefore −2 √ π √ m + bm for some constant b, which for m > 0 small enough is negative; the same net change holds also for the functional P ε . This proves that for ε small enough, and therefore m small enough, there can be just one connected component for each chamber.
(iv) The rightmost inclusion follows immediately from C 0 ⊂ co(C 0 ) and point (ii). We now prove the other one. From this last inclusion we know that the only obstacle would be the presence of the exterior chamber inside B. To exclude this we argue similarly to point (iii): if there are connected components of the exterior chamber entirely surrounded by E, we can "fill" them with the set E, and then perform a deflation of the set, which for m small enough results in a net decrease in the functional P ε . If instead there are "tentacles" of the exterior chamber which come from the outside, that is components not entirely surrounded by E, by similar considerations they must be contained in the complement of (1 − o(1))B, and we are done.
There is eventually at most one contact between any pair of chambers
Next we shall prove that when ε is small enough, there is at most one arc in common between two different chambers.
Definition 4.2. Given a set E ⊂ R 2 , we set B E as the disk of the same area (say, centered at the origin), r E := |E|/π as its radius and κ E = 1/r E as the curvature of ∂B E .
Recall that the interface between the chambers E ε (i) and E ε (j) is E ε (i, j) = ∂E ε (i) ∩ ∂E ε (j), and that E ε denotes a minimizer for P ε . Lemma 4.3. The curvature of the interface arcs E ε (i, j) converges up to sign as ε → 0 to:
Proof. By Theorem 2.2 (regularity) we know that the weighted curvatures sum to zero around any vertex:
It is therefore sufficient to prove (i). This follows from the localization lemma 4.1: since each chamber E ε (i) is sandwiched between two concentric disks whose radii converge to the same value as ε → 0, contacts between different chambers can happen in a finite number of zones whose diameter converge to zero. In the complement of these zones there will be only arcs of constant curvature, without triple points. Since each one of these arcs is sandwiched between two concentric disks converging to the same disk, the curvature must converge to the limit curvature κ Eε(i) = κ B(i) .
Lemma 4.4.
(i) The length of every interface between any pair of chambers goes to 0 as ε → 0, that is lim
(ii) for ε small enough, any pair of chambers of E ε share at most one arc, that is E ε (i, j) has at most one connected component. If the two chambers converge to non-tangent disks, then they eventually share no boundary.
Proof. (i) This is a consequence of the localization lemma 4.1 and the lower semicontinuity of the perimeter. If two chambers converge to two non tangent disks, then the interface is eventually empty by the localization lemma and we are done. Otherwise, consider the case where the two limit disks have a tangency point p, and suppose by contradiction that for a sequence ε h → 0 it holds
Notice that again by the localization lemma, the interface is contained in a curved wedge that as ε → 0 converges to the point p. Since E ε (i) → B i , for every closed neighbourhood K of p we have by semicontinuity
Adding the inequality which yields a contradiction by choosing the neighbourhood K small enough.
(ii) Suppose there is a component C of the exterior chamber entirely surrounded by two other chambers A and B. We prove that it is more convenient to add this component to one of the chambers and fix its total volume with a slight deflation. Call A and B the length of the respective interfaces with C, and suppose A ≤ B . Then add C to chamber B, and slightly deflate B far from contact zones (which is always possible for small ε). The contributions to P ε coming from C change from A + B to (2 − ε) A , with a total change of A − B − ε A < 0, while the deflation to fix the total volume of B can be chosen so that the energy decreases; this results in a global decrease in the energy P ε .
An asymptotic quantitative isoperimetric inequality involving curvature
The aim of the following theorem is to prove a particular instance of quantitative isoperimetric inequality in the plane, involving how much the curvature of the boundary of a given set E deviates on small scales from the "ideal" curvature κ E .
Theorem 4.5. Let E ⊂ R 2 be open, of finite area and perimeter and letκ > 0 be a real number. Suppose the boundary of E contains m ∈ N portions made of arcs with constant curvature κ 1 , . . . , κ m , with κ i ≤κ, each arc having a corresponding chord of length i . The curvature is signed, meaning that it is positive if the arc is curved outwards, and negative if it is curved inwards. Then
We begin with a simple lemma, of which we omit the proof.
Lemma 4.6. Consider a segment in the plane of length and an arc of constant curvature κ connecting its endpoints, and let θ and r be the related angle and radius as in Figure 4 . Then the angle θ, the length s of the arc and the area A of the circular section are given respectively by:
We now pass to the proof of Theorem 4.5.
Proof of Theorem 4.5. We inflate or deflate each arc until it reaches curvature κ E , that is we replace the given arcs of curvature κ i with an arc of curvature κ E with the same endpoints, to obtain a new setẼ with area A(Ẽ) = A(E) + ∆A and perimeter P (Ẽ) = P (E) + ∆P ; then we apply the isoperimetric inequality of Proposition 2.4 to the new setẼ and draw the consequences for the original set E, exploiting the explicit fomulas given by the previous lemma. We set for simplicity = m i=1 i . By Lemma 4.6 we can compute explicitly
The isoperimetric inequality applied toẼ gives P (Ẽ) ≥ 4π|Ẽ|. Therefore
Inserting now the asymptotic expansions for ∆A and ∆P we obtain
Consequences for the N -bubble: lower-bound inequality
We will now draw the consequences of Theorem 4.5 in the general case of weighted clusters with possibly different areas, obtaining the lower bound for the energy P ε given by Proposition 4.8. We find it useful, however, to examine first the simpler case of a double bubble with equal areas, to explain the idea behind it. In particular, we will obtain the asymptotics given by (3) as a lower bound, without using the explicit shape of minimizers.
Proposition 4.7. For every 2-cluster E = (E 1 , E 2 ) with both areas equal to π we have
Proof. It is clearly sufficient to prove the statement when E is a minimizer of P ε under the same volume constraint. By Lemma 4.4 we know that the chambers will have at most one single arc in common. Suppose this arc has length s and curvature κ, and that the chord of this arc has length . Then writing
recalling Lemma 4.6 and applying Theorem 4.5 to both chambers we obtain
where the key fact is that the curvature κ appears in the first line once with a positive sign and once with a negative sign, and where the last inequality follows from ε ≤ 2. We now optimize in ≥ 0 the expression 1 12 3 − ε to obtain the minimum point = 2ε 1/2 , and thus obtaining
as wanted.
We will now perform a computation similar to the previous one, but this time for a general number N of chambers and possibly different areas, to obtain a lower bound for the energy P ε . Proposition 4.8. Let E = {E 1 , . . . , E N } be a planar cluster whose chambers have areas |E i | = m i = πr 2 i and therefore ideal curvature κ E i = 1/r i (see Definition 4.2), and whose boundaries have piecewise constant curvature. Suppose that every pair of chambers shares at most one arc. Then
where σ ij is one if the chambers E i and E j share some boundary, and zero otherwise.
Proof. Call κ ij the curvature of the arc between chambers i and j, s ij its length and ij the length of the relative chord (we omit for simplicity the dependence on ε), and set = i,j ij . We apply Theorem 4.5 to each chamber to obtain
Now we first optimize in κ ij each term in the sum, i.e. the quadratic polynomial in κ ij given by 1 24
The minimum point is easily seen to be
giving the expression a minimum value of 1 24
We now optimize in ij : setting the derivative in ij equal to zero we find
which implies
Substituting this back into (13) and observing that by the previous computation O( 5 ) = O(ε 5/2 ), we obtain that the expression is greater than
and now summing among all pairs (i, j) we obtain
which is the desired result.
As a consequence of the previous inequality and Lemmas 4.1 and 4.4 we obtain the following: Corollary 4.9. Suppose minimizers E ε converge as ε → 0 to the cluster of disks B.
where T is the tangency functional (5).
Remark 4.10 (Non-optimal lower bound for P ε ). Viewing an N -cluster as a "superposition" of 2-clusters we can obtain a worse lower bound than equation (11), but with the same order of ε 3/2 for the second term. We notice that for N ≥ 2 we can rewrite
is the weighted perimeter of the 2-cluster (E(i), E(j)). From the solution of the double bubble (for simplicity in the case of equal volumes |E(i)| = π) we know that
where C(E) = i<j σ ij (E) is the number of pairs (i, j) such that E i and E j share some boundary. This is the estimate we are looking for, except for the factor √ N − 1 which makes the inequality worse. Observe that we can not obtain in this way the optimal inequality we are aiming to: indeed each double-bubble inequality is optimal when there is just one contact between two disks and the remaining portion of boundary is circular, which can not be simultaneously true for all pairs of bubbles.
Sharpness of lower bound (recovery sequence)
We now want to show that the inequality proved in Corollary 4.9 is essentially sharp, which means that, given a cluster of disks B = (B 1 . . . , B N ), we can actually find a sequence of clusters E ε converging to B for which the reverse inequality holds. We think that there should be a simpler way to do this other than the way proposed in the following, analyzing the sharpness of the inequality of Theorem 4.5, which is used to prove Proposition 4.8. However we were not able to follow this route and instead propose in the following a quite explicit and tedious computation for the polar equation of each chamber of an approximating sequence.
The idea is to construct between any pair of tangent disks B i , B j in the limit cluster B an arc whose constant curvature is 1 2 (κ E i − κ E j ) (which is the right asymptotic value given by condition (ii) in Lemma 4.3), of length ε ij = 4ε 1/2 /(κ E i + κ E j ) (which is up to O(ε 3/2 ) the optimal value found in (14)). In the remaining portion of the boundaries of the chambers E ε (i) we can pretty much put any interface which, in polar coordinates w.r.t. the center of B i , has W 1,∞ norm at most O(ε 2 ); we achieve this by a simple two-piece piecewise linear interpolation in the angle variable. Recall that the total area must be |B i | to satisfy the area constraint, hence the need for an interpolation.
We start with a couple of simple lemmas regarding the area and perimeter of small perturbations of a circle. We parametrize S 1 by γ : [−π, π] → R 2 , γ(t) = cos t sin t and consider a normal perturbation with magnitude u :
where ν(t) = γ(t) is the outer normal. Using the formulas for the area in polar coordinates and for the length of a curve we obtain the following results, of which we omit the proof of the first.
Lemma 4.11 (Variation of area)
. 
Proof. We have γ u (t) = (1 + u(t))γ (t) + u (t)γ(t)
and by the orthogonality of γ and γ we obtain
By the Taylor expansion with Lagrange remainder
with r(x) = 
Remark 4.13. In particular consider a variation u which preserves the area, that isˆu = − 1 2ˆu 2 .
Then plugging this into (16) we obtain that for an area-preserving variation the perimeter is
Lemma 4.14. Consider a circle of radius r centered at the origin and given R ∈ R consider a circle of radius |R| tangent to the first one whose center has cartesian coordinates (r+R, 0), (so that if R is positive it is on the opposite side with respect to the tangent line, if R is negative it is on the same side). Then the polar coordinates of the second circumference in a neighbourhood of the tangency point are given by:
and the Taylor expansion for small θ is
Proof. The polar equation of a circumference of radius R whose center has polar coordinates (r 0 , φ) is given by
In our case (r 0 , φ) = (r + R, 0). Inserting this into the previous equation and solving for ρ (and choosing the right sign) gives the desired conclusion. . . , r N we can construct a recovery sequence E ε , namely a sequence such that E ε → B in the convergence of clusters and such that
where
Proof. We build, for each disk in the limit configuration, a "dented" disk, inserting small arcs of constant curvature κ ij = 1 2
between two tangent disks B i and B j . The length of the corresponding chord is set to be ε ij = 4r i r j r i +r j ε 1/2 (these are the asymptotically optimal values given by the optimizations in (12) and (14)).
We describe the boundary of E ε (i) in polar coordinates w.r.t. the center of B i by the function ρ i (θ). Around any contact point p ij = (r i , θ ij ), thanks to the previous lemma, the parametrization is given by
where R ij = 1/κ ij . We now suppose for simplicity θ ij = 0 (we are interested in computing only lengths, which are rotation invariant) and compute the polar coordinates of the endpoints of the (i, j)-arc, whose chord has length ε ij : they are given by (ρ i (∆θ i ), ∆θ i ) and (ρ(−∆θ ij ), −∆θ ij ) where ∆θ ij is implicitly given by
We now invert this expression to obtain the Taylor expansion of ∆θ ij in terms of ε ij : first insert the Taylor expansions of ρ i (θ) and sin θ to obtain
Then a simple computation yields
Using Lemma 4.12 and a rescaling, setting (1 + u(θ))r i = ρ i (θ), and observing that we can set the total area to be |B i | with ρ i (θ) being piecewise linear between two consecutive arcs and having there W 1,∞ -norm bounded by a constant times ε 2 , we find that
where we used that the only relevant term up to O(ε 5/2 ) in the integral is u (t) 2 between −∆θ ij and ∆θ ij . Moreover, recalling Lemma 4.6, we have
Therefore summing among all the arcs of the chamber E ε (i) we obtain
Now summing among all i's, and recalling that
, each arc (i, j) is counted with a weight given by
Proof of the main theorems
We now put together the previously obtained results to prove Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.4.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Given a family of minimizing clusters E ε converging to B, by the regularity Theorem 2.2 they have boundary of piecewise constant curvature. By Lemma 4.4 all curvatures are bounded, and every pair of chambers E ε (i) and E ε (j) shares at most one arc, and shares no arc if the limit disks B i and B j are not tangent. Applying Corollary 4.9 we obtain that
or equivalently (recalling definition (4)) that
By Theorem 4.15 we can actually find a recovery sequence, that is a sequence E ε converging to B and such that
which shows the other inequality in (17). In particular, P
ε (E ε ) = −T (B) + O(ε), and in order to minimize P ε for ε small enough, it is necessary that the limit cluster B maximizes T (B), the number of weighted tangencies.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Theorem 2.2 implies that there are a finite number of arcs of constant curvature, meeting in a finite number of vertices. By Lemma 2.3 at every vertex exactly three arcs meet, one of the chambers is the exterior one and the angle θ ε is given by θ ε = arccos(1 − ε/2). By Lemma 4.3 the curvatures of the arcs are converging to the desired values. By Lemma 4.4 there is at most one arc between any pair of chambers whose limit disks are tangent, and none otherwise. Moreover, it follows from Proposition 4.8 that in the former case, for ε small enough there is exactly one arc, otherwise we would get a worse inequality from Proposition 4.8, that is lim ε→0 P
ε (E ε ) > −T (B). Finally, the length ε ij of the arc between E ε (i) and E ε (j) must be o(ε 1/2 )-close to the optimal value given by (14) , otherwise again we would obtain a worse inequality.
Final remarks
(i) Higher dimension. A natural question is whether an analogous result holds for minimizing clusters in R n , where the weights are given by 2 and the length is replaced by the Hausdorff measure H n−1 . The first-order results of Section 3 are true in any dimension. The proof of compactness is however more subtle, as in dimension n ≥ 3 such a strong regularity result as Theorem 2.2 is not available, and moreover perimeter does not control diameter even for connected smooth sets. The localization lemma 4.1 is still true but requires a different proof. The second-order results of Section 4 seem more difficult to extend, mainly because of the lack of a strong regularity result. In the planar case we are able to make explicit computations thanks to the fact that we are dealing with arcs of constant curvature.
(ii) The case ε → 2. The other natural asymptotic behaviour we could consider is for ε → 2, which is the limit for the triangle inequalities (7) to hold. In this case for minimal clusters the union of all chambers N i=1 E ε (i) converges to a disk (by the isoperimetric inequality) and the cluster converges up to subsequence and rigid motions to an optimal partition of the disk. This is much simpler to prove than the main result of this paper: in this case, setting α = 2 − ε, the relevant rescaled functionals are
The lower bound inequality is an immediate consequence of the rewriting G α (E) = P (E) + 1 − α α (P (E(0)) − 2π √ N ) ≥ P (E) while its sharpness (or recovery sequence in the language of Γ-convergence) is recovered by a constant sequence.
(iii) Higher order expansion. Even though Theorem 1.2 highly restricts the class of possible clusters of disks we can see in the limit ε → 0, it doesn't completely characterizes them because of a general lack of uniqueness of minimizers for the tangency functional T in (5): in the case of equal radii already for N = 6 there are three distinct minimizers, see Figure 5 ; see also [7] for the characterization of those N which admit a unique minimizer for the sticky disk potential. For those N that admit many minimizers, a way to select among them would be to go beyond the order ε 3/2 and look at the subsequent order in the expansion of perimeter. However this seems quite difficult and apparently involves some "non-local" terms. A computation in the case of equal areas seems to suggest that the relevant quantity to be maximized at the next order is the total number of paths of length 2 in the bond graph associated to B, that is the graph where vertices are the centers of the disks and edges are drawn when two disks touch (notice that the tangency functional is exactly the number of paths of length 1, i.e. edges, in the same graph). However there are no rigorous results in this direction.
